
Talk links:
- Link to this talk on my website - https://www.houghtonphoto.com/photographyinanaiworld

- My RPS article  - https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/di_news_jan_2023_2/18

- IBM summary on AI - https://www.ibm.com/topics/artificial-intelligence

- Unmesh Dinda Youtube video on masking all objects in Photoshop - https://youtu.be/s9mW-a_pV94

https://www.houghtonphoto.com/photographyinanaiworld
https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/di_news_jan_2023_2/18
https://www.ibm.com/topics/artificial-intelligence
https://youtu.be/s9mW-a_pV94


A look at what’s here, and what’s coming 

in artificial intelligence from a photography 

perspective…

A facilitated discussion by Joe Houghton

https://www.houghtonphoto.com/photographyinanaiworld

Photography 
in an AI 
world

AI generated image from Leonardo AI – prompt “A pensioner photographer taking a photo 
using a futuristic looking camera of a high-tech urban scene”



Why am I qualified 
to talk about AI?

I’ve written 2 books on AI in education

I’m 1 of 2 AI advisers to the RPS Digital 
Imaging group

I’m a regular speaker at seminars & 
conferences on AI

I write a weekly LinkedIn newsletter 
with 2000 subscribers on AI

I've advised/trained 20 companies & 
universities on AI implementation



The same prompt in Copilot as Leonardo’s cover image…



Arthur C. Clarke



My article for the RPS 
DIGIT magazine (Jan 

2023)

I also write a monthly 
AI column for the RPS 
DI Online Magazine

https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/di_news_jan_2023_2/18 

https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/di_news_jan_2023_2/18


RPS DIGIT Article June 
2023

“…there’s only 1 way to 
resolve the issue of AI in 
photography… ban any 
image being submitted 
to any competition shot 
or processed on a digital 
camera…”



Let’s have a look 
at some ways AI 
and photography 
intersect today



Lascaux Cave Paintings
Created 15-17,000 years ago



Architectural frescoes 
from the villa of Publius 
Fannius Synistor at 
Boscoreale, near 
Pompeii

1st Century BC



Cloudy Mountains
Mi Youren (China), painted around 1130



St Antoniuskapel 
in the St Janskerk, 

Utrecht, Pieter 
Jansz. 

Saenredam, 1645



Joseph Nicéphore 
Niépce (French, 

1765–1833), 
Untitled 'point de 

vue,' 1827. 
Heliograph on 

pewter



Edmond de Belamy 
– the first AI 
generated image 
(1998)



Jason Allen’s A.I.-generated 
work, “Théâtre D’opéra 
Spatial,” took first place in 
the digital category at the 
Colorado State Fair 2022.



LENSA app can create 
photorealistic versions of 
you from an uploaded 
phone pic

Issues around over-
sexualized images 
produced by this and 
similar apps



Virtual Photo Shoot by 
Emin Kuliyev 
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10230998636854467&set=pcb.10230998654214901 

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10230998643454632&set=pcb.10230998654214901
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10230998636854467&set=pcb.10230998654214901


Feb 10th 2023

AI Image wins a weekly 
Australian photo contest with a 

cash prize.

“Drone shot” was actually AI 
generated by a studio who then 

confessed – an apparent 
publicity stunt (that worked!)

Article at 
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/
10/ai-image-fools-judges-and-

wins-photography-contest/ 

https://petapixel.com/2023/02/10/ai-image-fools-judges-and-wins-photography-contest/
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/10/ai-image-fools-judges-and-wins-photography-contest/
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/10/ai-image-fools-judges-and-wins-photography-contest/


February 23rd 
2023

https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-
photographer-revealed-as-ai-

fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-
WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI 

https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-photographer-revealed-as-ai-fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-photographer-revealed-as-ai-fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-photographer-revealed-as-ai-fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-photographer-revealed-as-ai-fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI
https://petapixel.com/2023/02/21/popular-instagram-photographer-revealed-as-ai-fraud/?fbclid=IwAR0nqbqffJwuVw15LVHygBR0CpHt4PVfDz-WQtTMzwDx3I1voHEOIFb4WoI


April 20th 2023

AI Image wins Sony World Photography 
Awards, then author refuses the award 

and confesses

https://petapixel.com/2023/04/20/an-ai-
image-winning-a-major-photo-award-has-

opened-the-worlds-eyes/ 

https://petapixel.com/2023/04/20/an-ai-image-winning-a-major-photo-award-has-opened-the-worlds-eyes/
https://petapixel.com/2023/04/20/an-ai-image-winning-a-major-photo-award-has-opened-the-worlds-eyes/
https://petapixel.com/2023/04/20/an-ai-image-winning-a-major-photo-award-has-opened-the-worlds-eyes/
https://petapixel.com/2023/04/20/an-ai-image-winning-a-major-photo-award-has-opened-the-worlds-eyes/


January 30th 
2024

Olympus announces ND Grad filter in 
their new 

https://cdn.jwplayer.com/previews/1BEv
w65M 

Reported in Digital Camera magazine 
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/news/did-this-camera-just-make-nd-and-
grad-filters-extinct-meet-the-om-1-mark-ii 

https://cdn.jwplayer.com/previews/1BEvw65M
https://cdn.jwplayer.com/previews/1BEvw65M
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/news/did-this-camera-just-make-nd-and-grad-filters-extinct-meet-the-om-1-mark-ii
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/news/did-this-camera-just-make-nd-and-grad-filters-extinct-meet-the-om-1-mark-ii
https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/news/did-this-camera-just-make-nd-and-grad-filters-extinct-meet-the-om-1-mark-ii


How AI is now built into many cameras

1.Subject Detection Autofocus: Cameras like the Canon EOS R3 use deep learning 
to power subject-detection autofocus. This system is trained with a vast pool of 
images to recognize and track various subjects such as humans, animals, and 
vehicles1.

2.Auto Tracking: The Sony ZV-E1 features AI-powered Auto Tracking, which is 
distinct from subject tracking autofocus. It helps in maintaining focus on the 
subject during video recording1.

3.Scene Optimization: AI-powered digital cameras analyze the scene and 
automatically adjust settings like exposure, focus, white balance, and ISO 
sensitivity for optimal photo quality. Specific models were not mentioned in the 
search results, but this technology is becoming common in newer cameras2.

4.Computational Photography: Smartphone cameras are using AI for real-time 
image enhancements, known as computational photography. This includes 
features like bokeh effects, night mode, and object recognition3.

https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.itechpost.com/articles/121158/20240221/ai-driven-innovation-digital-cameras-changing-photography.htm
https://www.itechpost.com/articles/121158/20240221/ai-driven-innovation-digital-cameras-changing-photography.htm
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.techradar.com/features/5-ways-ai-is-transforming-how-our-cameras-work
https://www.newscientist.com/article/mg24132214-500-ai-powered-smartphone-cameras-are-changing-the-way-we-see-reality/


Adobe Firefly - https://firefly.adobe.com/  

https://firefly.adobe.com/
https://firefly.adobe.com/


What can AI do?

• Released in Dec 2023, Microsoft’s Co-Pilot 
https://copilot.microsoft.com/  gives free access to ChatGPT4 + 
Dall-E to create images

• Create images – check out Generated Humans, Dall-E,  
Leonardo AI , Midjourney... 

• Analyse and edit images – sometimes automatically - Imagen.

• Identify and categorize different elements of a scene – 
Lightroom. 

• Apply “looks” across many images at a time, adjusting settings 
for each individual image - Lightroom.

https://copilot.microsoft.com/
https://generated.photos/humans
https://openai.com/dall-e-2/
https://app.leonardo.ai/?via=joe
https://www.photoleapapp.com/lp/pl-text-to-image/?flowId=photoleap_interactive&variantId=pltn&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=19163163486&utm_adset_id=142102688097&utm_ad_id=645745096051&utm_term=midjourney&gclid=CjwKCAiAleOeBhBdEiwAfgmXfwMD89jRib249LcaCfIQZzwIeY5Q5O4FEPp_SYS1JHCleIytsEwR0xoCIHwQAvD_BwE
https://imagen-ai.com/


CANVA



Photoshop Generative Fill

The new generative 
fill in Photoshop lets 
you add and amend 
images by selecting 
an area of your image 
then typing a text 
prompt to generate 
new content – let’s 
edit Bird on a 
branch…



Leonardo.AI

• I have a monthly 
subscription to this one

• It’s powerful, easy and 
fun!

• Check out the real-time 
generation of images 
that update as you 
type new words at  
https://app.leonardo.ai
/realtime-gen 

https://app.leonardo.ai/realtime-gen
https://app.leonardo.ai/realtime-gen


What can AI do?

• Remove backgrounds from images ( 
Hotpot (Chaffinches))

• Improve the quality of images – 
either guided by human 
intervention – almost all current AI 
apps, or automatically – like Topaz 
Photo AI.

• Add lighting to images – Portrait 
Pro (Grace headshot)

• Add and remove elements from 
images – think content aware fill in 
Photoshop

• Did you know Photoshop can also 
now auto-mask every element in an 
image in 1 click? (, Turn on Object 
selection (W), make sure Object 
Finder is checked, then Layer/Mask 
all objects)

https://hotpot.ai/remove-background?s=footer-gallery


What can AI do?

• Improve shadows and highlights – any app’s “Auto” setting button.

• A powerful suite of image & video tools - RUNWAY

• Optimise image compression – such as creating smaller JPG files – Compress Now, JPEG 
Optimiser.

• Upscaling images and adding detail that wasn’t in the original – Topaz Gigapixel

• Colourise and repair old torn photos – Photoshop Neural Filters (Grandad)

https://app.runwayml.com/video-tools/teams/joehoughton/dashboard
https://compressnow.com/
https://jpeg-optimizer.com/
https://jpeg-optimizer.com/


Design faces 

https://generated.photos/faces/natural/elderly 

https://generated.photos/faces/natural/elderly


AI masking in Lightroom



Try on glasses as 
if you were in the 
shop

https://luna.io/virtual-try-on/ 

https://luna.io/virtual-try-on/


Automated portable studio

https://youtu.be/O5KY6Vja3Nw


Apply your 
own style to 
photos in 
Lightroom

https://neurapix.com/en/ 

https://neurapix.com/en/


Your turn…

• We’re going to break-out room in 5’s to discuss the following 
question:

How do we think AI will impact us as club 
photographers within the next 10 years

• 15 minutes to discuss, then come back and share!
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